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Abstract— In order to support the extreme number
of user and elastic amenity with the least resource,
the Internet amenity provider invented the cloud
computing. within a few years, emerging cloud
computing has become the most modern technology.
From the journal of core papers by Google since
2003 to the commercialization of Amazon EC2 in
2006, and to the amenity offering of AT&T Synaptic
Accommodating, the cloud computing has been
evolved from internal IT system to public service,
from cost-saving tools to revenue generator, and
from ISP to telecom. This paper introduces the
concept, history, pros and cons of cloud computing
as well as the charge fetter and tuning determination.
I.

INTRODUCTION

Like web based business, distributed computing is one
of the vaguest method wordings ever. One explanation
stands that distributed computing can be utilized in
numerous application situations; the other explanation
is that distributed computing is advertised by loads of
organizations for business advancement. From the
Hyper Cycle distributed by Gartner Group in 2008, we
can see that the distributed computing is in the period
of quick growing.
In the MIT Centennial talk in 1961, John McCarthy
said that "… The PC utility could turn into the premise
of a new and significant industry", which suggested
the hidden ideas of distributed computing. Be that as it
may, the "distributed computing" all in all is most
likely first presented by Eric Schmidt in quite a while
chat on Search Engine Strategies Conferences in 2006.
Presently there are loads of definitions and allegories
of distributed computing. According to our
perspectives, distributed computing is a sort of
processing method where IT administrations are given
by monstrous minimal expense figuring units
associated by IP organizations. Distributed computing
is established in web crawler stage plan.
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There are 5 major technical characteristics of cloud
computing:
1. Large Scale computing resources
2. High scalability & elastic
3. Shared Resources pool (Virtualized and physical
resources).
4. Dynamic resources scheduling
5. General purpose

II.

ANTIQUITY AND STATION

With the blast of the Internet, tight tension is put to the
current stockpiling and calculation offices. The
Internet convenience suppliers begin to involve the
modest convenience PCs as the basic ironware stage.
Different sorts of programming advancements are
concocted to make these PCs work flexibly, which has
prompted 3 significant cloud computation styles in
light of the major asset deliberation advances: the
Amazon style, Google Style and Microsoft style.
1. Amazon’s cloud computing is based on server
virtualization technology. Amazon released Xenbased Elastic Compute Cloud™ (EC2), object
stor- age amenity (S3) and structure data storage
amenity (SimpleDB) during the 2006 – 2007,
under the name Amazon Web Service™ (AWS).
On- demand and cheaper AWS becomes the
pioneer of Infrastructure as a Ser- vice (IaaS)
provider.
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2. Google's style depends on method explicit
sandbox. Google distributed a few exploration
papers from 2003 to 2006, which frame a sort of
Platform as an Amenity (PaaS) distributed
computing. The stage, which is called Google App
Engine™ (GAE), is delivered to public as a
convenience in 2008.
3. Microsoft Azure™ is delivered in Oct. 2008,
which utilizes Windows Azure Hypervisor (WAH)
as the fundamental cloud framework and .NET as
the application container. Azure also offers
services including BLOB object storage and SQL
service.
It's difficult to decide which one is better, however
obviously server virtualization is more adaptable and
viable with existing programming and applications;
while the sandboxes put more limitations on
programming dialects yet less reflection above. Right
now, server virtualization is the most famous asset
reflection method in distributed computing.

The stage layer is the most complicated part which
could be separated into numerous sublayers. Ex. a
figuring system deals with the exchange dispatching
as well as errand booking. A capacity sublayer gives
limitless capacity and storing skill. The application
server and different parts support a similar general
application rationale as before with either on request
capacity or adaptable administration, to such an extent
that no parts will be the jug neck of the entire
framework.
In view of the hidden asset and parts, the application
could uphold enormous and dispersed exchanges and
the executives of gigantic volume of information.
Every one of the layers give outside convenience
through web convenience or other open connection
points.

But these public cloud administrations, loads of
organizations has tested or potentially carried out inner
distributed computing frameworks. Distributed
computing is now key methodology for IT merchants,
ISP and telecom convenience suppliers. Much further,
United States of America and Japan have made
distributed computing the public technique. The
accompanying table records a portion of the adopters
for each style.
III.

CLOUD COMPUTING ARCHITECTURE

Many organizations and researchers have defined the
architecture for cloud computing. Basically, the whole
system can be divided into the core stack and the
management.
In the core stack, there are three layers:
1. Resources
2. Platform
3. Application
The resource layer is the infrastructure layer which is
composed of physical and virtualized computing,
storage and networking resources.
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IV.

CLOUD COMPUTING CATEGORIES

There are diverse dimensions to classify cloud
computing, two commonly used cate- gories are:
amenity boundary and amenity type.
1. From the amenity boundary’s view, cloud
computing can be classified as public cloud,
private cloud and hybrid cloud. The public cloud
refers to services provided to external parties. The
enterprises build and operate private cloud for
themselves. Hybrid cloud shares resources
between public cloud and private cloud by a secure
network. Virtual Private Cloud (VPC) services
released by Google and Amazon are examples of
Hybrid cloud.
2.

From the amenity type’s view, cloud computing
can be classified as Infrastructure as a Amenity
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(IaaS), Platform as a Amenity (PaaS) and Software
as a Amenity (SaaS). SaaS provide services to end
users, while IaaS and PaaS provide services to ISV
and developers - leaving a margin for 3-party
application developers.
• Advantages and Risks
The cloud computing is a Win-Win strategy for the
amenity provider and the amenity consumer. We
summarize the advantages as below:
• Satisfy business requirements on demand by
resizing the resource occupied by application to
fulfill the changing the customer requirements.
• Lower cost and energy saving. By making use of
low-cost PC, customerized low power consuming
hardware and server virtualization, both CAPEX
and OPEX are decreased.
• Improve the efficiency of resource management
through dynamic re- source scheduling.

However, there are also some major challenges to be
studied.
• Privacy and security. Customer has concerns on
their privacy and data security than traditional
hosting service.
• The continuity of service. It refers to the factors
that may negatively affected the continuity of
cloud computing such as Internet problems, power
cut-off, amenity disruption and system bugs.
Followed are some typical cases of such problems:
In November 2007, RackSpace, Amazon’s
competitor, stopped its amenity for 3 hours
because of power cut-off at its data center. In June
2008, Google App Engine amenity broke off for 6
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hours due to some bugs of storage system; In
March 2009, Microsoft Azure experienced 22
hours’ out of amenity caused by OS system update.
Currently, the public cloud provider based on
virtualization, defines the reliability of ser- vice as
99.9% in SLA.
• Amenity migration. Currently, no regularity
organization have reached the agreement on the
standardization of cloud computing’s external
interface.
• As a result, once a customer started to use the
amenity of a cloud computing provider, he is most
likely to be locked by the provider, which lay the
customer in unfavorable conditions.
• Value chain of cloud computing
The following figure depicts the cloud computing
value chain with related organizations and their
functionalities.

• Cloud Applications: The driven force of cloud
computing, which is different from traditional
application module.
• Cloud Application Operator: Offers cloud
computing products. In many cases,they are same
as by application provider or platform provider.
• Cloud Application Platform Operator: Provides
cloud application and develop- ment platform,
such as GAE™ and Force.com™, etc.
• Cloud
infrastructure
operator:
Provide
infrastructure service, such as AWS™ and
GoGrid.
• Network Operator: Provide network access
amenity to the above platform opera-tors and the
end users.
• Technique supporting vendor: Offer technical
support to players in this chain, including
software development, testing, provisioning and
operation.

• Terminal

equipment vendor: Offer device
maintenance amenity for all players inthe chain.
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• Standardization

2004 (2004)

Appropriated Management Task Force is an industry
collusion made by north of 200 IT related
organizations including IBM, EMC, HP, Cisco, Oracle
and Microsoft, which is resolved to create, keep up
with and advocate the IT the executives framework
under big business setting. DMTF has distributed
Virtualization Management Initiative and Open
Virtualization Format, and the last option is
announced to be upheld by major vendors. DMFT
established Open Cloud Standards Incubator at the
year 2009, whose point is to explain the
interoperability between a few cloud frameworks.

[3] Open
Cloud
Computing
http://www.occi-wg.org/doku.php
[4] Distributed
Management
http://www.dmtf.org

Task

[5] Google
App
http://appengine.google.com

Interface,
Force,
Engine,

[6] Amazon Web Service, http://aws.amazon.com
[7] Microsoft
http://www.microsoft.com/azure/

Azure,

OGF (Open Grid Forum) has begun a work to examine
distributed computing related guidelines, which is a
normalization association like IETF targeting
advancing the normalization and best act of disperse
figuring related procedures. CCI-WG (Open Cloud
Computing Interface Working Group) is laid out to
plan asset the board API for IaaS cloud
administrations by OGF. Some distributed computing
convenience suppliers like Elastic Hosts, GoGrid, and
FlexiScale have declared to stick this API in the later
turns of events.
Plus, SNIA (Storage Network Industry Association),
CSA (Cloud Security Alli-ance) and OCC (Open
Cloud Consortium) is currently chipping away at
distributed storage, cloud security and cloud
intercommunication principles separately. To facilitate
crafted by above normalization associations, OMG
(Object Management Group) pursued that every one of
the associations keep up with their own guidelines on
http://cloud-standards.org.
PaaS and SaaS don't have related distributed
computing guidelines yet. Latest frameworks exploit
mature conventions and have assortment sorts of
convenience structures.
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